OASIS Insight: Improving inventory management
the internet, we can
automatically replenish
inventory to predetermined
levels at each location.
Simply scan and it’s done.

Customized savings
at construction sites,
production lines and
stockrooms.
Are you looking to reduce
inventory and improve
efficiency? Gexpro’s OASIS
Insight Software can help by
providing you an inventory
management, tracking and
ordering system. We can
reduce your inventory costs
and streamline
replenishment. You’ll always
have the products you need
when and where you need
them – nothing more,
nothing less. Proven results
save time and money, while
reducing waste.

You hold success in
the palm of your
hand.
OASIS Insight uses a handheld scanner, bar coding and
proven technology to make
you a smarter buyer. As
products are removed from
inventory, a quick scan of the
product’s bar code tracks
every transaction. By
integrating with Gexpro over

Every part you buy offers an
opportunity to be more
productive. That’s why you
should implement OASIS
Insight anywhere you carry
significant product inventory
– cribs, service trucks, job
site trailers, etc. We can
customize OASIS Insight to
your business and even
manage items you buy
elsewhere.

OASIS Insight delivers
a competitive
advantage.
• Lowers purchasing costs
• Minimizes overages and
obsolescence
• Boosts process efficiency
• Multiple approval levels
strengthen inventory control
& visibility
• Enables purchasing to track
inventory across multiple
locations
• Ability to requisition
material for future use

The information
advantage.
With OASIS Insight you can
monitor inventory, access
project material costs and
manage usage at any time.
OASIS Insight’s up-to-date
information and powerful
reporting capabilities help
you make better decisions,
spot potential problems and
create opportunities.

Fast and painless
installation and
training.
OASIS Insight is browserbased which simplifies setup.
The software is fast and easy
to learn, Gexpro can have
you trained and saving in just
a few days.

Gexpro commitment.
The 1,500 professionals
throughout Gexpro’s global
operations are committed to
building on its industry
leadership in innovation and
customer support.
For more information,
contact your local branch,
visit www.gexpro.com or call
1-888-4-Gexpro.
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